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The Impact of Interactive MRI-Based Radiologist Review on Radiotherapy Target Volume Delineation in Head and Neck Cancer


ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Peer review of head and neck cancer radiation therapy target volumes by radiologists was introduced in our center to optimize target volume delineation. Our aim was to assess the impact of MR imaging-based radiologist peer review of head and neck radiation therapy gross tumor and nodal volumes, through qualitative and quantitative analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Cases undergoing radical radiation therapy with a coregistered MR imaging, between April 2019 and March 2020, were reviewed. The frequency and nature of volume changes were documented, with major changes classified as per the guidance of The Royal College of Radiologists. Volumetric alignment was assessed using the Dice similarity coefficient, Jaccard index, and Hausdorff distance.

RESULTS: Fifty cases were reviewed between April 2019 and March 2020. The median age was 59 years (range, 29–83 years), and 72% were men. Seventy-six percent of gross tumor volumes and 41.5% of gross nodal volumes were altered, with 54.8% of gross tumor volume and 66.6% of gross nodal volume alterations classified as “major.” Undercontouring of soft-tissue involvement and unidentified lymph nodes were predominant reasons for change. Radiologist review significantly altered the size of both the gross tumor volume (P = .034) and clinical target tumor volume (P = .003), but not gross nodal volume or clinical target nodal volume. The median conformity and surface distance metrics were the following: gross tumor volume Dice similarity coefficient = 0.91 (range, 0.82–0.96), Jaccard index = 0.87 (range, 0.7–0.94), Hausdorff distance = 7.45 mm (range, 5.6–11.7 mm); and gross nodal tumor volume Dice similarity coefficient = 0.95 (0.91–0.97), Jaccard index = 0.91 (0.83–0.95), and Hausdorff distance = 20.7 mm (range, 12.6–41.6). Conformity improved on gross tumor volume-to-clinical target tumor volume expansion (Dice similarity coefficient = 0.93 versus 0.95, P = .003).

CONCLUSIONS: MR imaging–based radiologist review resulted in major changes to most radiotherapy target volumes and significant changes in volume size of both gross tumor volume and clinical target tumor volume, suggesting that this is a fundamental step in the radiotherapy workflow of patients with head and neck cancer.

ABBREVIATIONS: AJCC = American Joint Committee on Cancer; CTV = clinical target volume; CTNV = clinical target nodal volume; CTVT = clinical target tumor volume; DSC = Dice similarity coefficient; GTV = gross target volume; GTVN = gross nodal volume; GTVonc = original oncology GTV; GTVrad = post-radiotherapy review volume; GTVT = gross tumor volume; HD = Hausdorff distance; HN = head and neck; HNC = head and neck cancer; IQR = interquartile range; JI = Jaccard index; PTV = planning target volume; RT = radiotherapy; TRE = target registration error
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The efficacy of curative radiotherapy (RT) for head and neck cancers (HNCs) requires the delivery of high doses of radiation to well-defined disease volumes, while sparing normal tissues as much as possible.1 HNC target volume delineation relies on accurate interpretation of radiologic imaging with complex locoregional anatomy. While CT provides geometric accuracy and
relative electron density–derived dose calculations required for RT planning, MR imaging allows more accurate disease identification, owing to improved soft-tissue contrast resolution.\textsuperscript{2}

Variability of gross target volume (GTV) delineation has been shown to affect dose distribution to tumors and organs at risk.\textsuperscript{3} The uncertainty of GTV delineation is partially accounted for through the creation of radical clinical and planning target volumes (CTV and PTV). For intensity-modulated RT, it is recommended that radical CTVs be created from geometric expansion of GTVs, rather than larger traditional anatomic boundaries.\textsuperscript{4} Therefore, precise GTV delineation is crucial for improving plan quality and patient outcomes.\textsuperscript{5} MR imaging–based GTV delineation has been shown to reduce interobserver variability.\textsuperscript{6} Therefore, coregistration of MR imaging with planning CT scans for RT volume delineation is important for optimum disease definition, with acquisition in the RT immobilization mask and position preferred for superior precision of CT-to-MR imaging registration.\textsuperscript{9}

Review of oncologist-defined RT target volumes by head and neck (HN) radiologists reportedly changes 52%–55% of volumes when using CT or diagnostic MR imaging.\textsuperscript{7,8} Peer review by fellow oncologists is associated with alteration rates of 14%–39%.\textsuperscript{9,10} The importance of oncology peer review is well-established and is the standard of care in many UK centers, whereas radiologist involvement occurs in only 8% of institutions.\textsuperscript{11}

In 2018, interactive MR imaging–based radiologist review was formally introduced into the RT workflow for patients with HNC at our institution. It was hypothesized that this would result in significant changes to the RT target volumes. This study aimed to describe the frequency, nature, causes, and clinical significance of alterations and to compare the size and conformity indices for target volumes obtained before and after radiologist review.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The study received local institutional approval as a service evaluation (Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust, No. 9623). All patients prospectively consented to use of anonymized information for audit and quality-improvement purposes at the time of their RT consent.

**Participants**

From April 2019 to March 2020, consecutive patients undergoing radical volumetric modulated arc therapy for HNC, for which the use of a coregistered MR imaging was indicated for target volume delineation, were prospectively reviewed during weekly interactive oncologist/radiologist sessions.

**Imaging and Coregistration Protocols**

RT planning CT scans were acquired on a Biograph mCT Flow (Siemens) at 2.5-mm section thickness with contrast enhancement, unless contraindicated. All planning CT scans were performed using a 5-point thermoplastic immobilization shell. Patients had a diagnostic MR imaging performed on either 1.5T or 3T MR imaging Magnetom Aera or Skyra scanners (Siemens) using a surface phased-array 20- or 32-channel neck coil. The diagnostic MR imaging protocol included the following: axial T1WI TSE with and without fat suppression, T2WI TSE, and contrast-enhanced T1WI (plus fat suppression); coronal T2WI STIR; and axial DWI. Section thicknesses ranged from 3 mm (STIR) to 4 mm (anatomic and DWI). Wherever possible, patients with paranasal sinus and nasopharyngeal cancer also underwent MR imaging for RT planning in an immobilization mask. The RT planning MR imaging protocol included the following: sagittal T2WI sampling perfection with application-optimized contrasts by different flip angle evolution (SPACE sequence; Siemens), axial T1WI FLASH, and contrast-enhanced axial T1WI FLASH (+ fat suppression) sequences, all acquired at 1-mm section thickness.

The MRIs were rigidly coregistered with the planning CT within the RT treatment planning system. The institutional protocol in use during the study period mandated the diagnostic or RT planning T2WI sequence for coregistration, because historically this sequence had most frequently been referenced for volume delineation. Additional sequences were coregistered on request or at the discretion of the RT pretreatment team. Coregistration accuracy was retrospectively determined within the RT treatment planning system using the target registration error (TRE) of 1 bony and 2 soft-tissue landmarks. The mean (TREmean) and maximum (TREmax) values for each coregistration were obtained and assessed against the recommended optimum of TREmean of ≤2 mm and TREmax of ≤5 mm.\textsuperscript{12}

**Radiologist Review and Definition of Target Volumes**

Gross tumor and gross tumor nodal volumes (GTVTs and GTVNs) were generated by 1 of 5 clinical oncologists (with 2, 2, 2, 7, and 12 years of HNC consultant experience) on Eclipse RT Treatment Planning System (Version 15.5; Varian), with concurrent use of Sectra PACS IDS7 (Sectra) and supportive clinical information. Volumes were subsequently reviewed jointly with 1 of 3 HN radiologists (with 2, 6, and 20 years’ experience), also using Eclipse and PACS. The review process included interactive discussion with reference to clinical information and other diagnostic imaging (eg, PET/CT) at the discretion of the radiologist. All radiologists and oncologists were aware of the study purpose.

The primary focus was review of the delineation of all gross disease on MR imaging. GTVs were duplicated and saved before radiology review to preserve the original oncology GTV (GTVonc). A second postradiology review volume (GTVrad) was created and amended as necessary. Contours were adjusted by the radiologist or the oncologist under the instruction of the radiologist. All final amended GTVs were also viewed on the CT planning scan to assess discrepancies, which were noted and amended when possible. Patients proceeded to the creation of CTVs and PTVs as per institutional protocol, with no further input from radiologists.

For this evaluation, study CTVs were created by a single observer (the first author of this report who is a clinical oncologist not part of the original delineation or peer review process) to avoid interobserver variability in the CTV delineation process and to...
assess the impact of radiology review on CTVs. This process involved geometric expansion of both GTVonc/GTVrad by a 10-mm isotropic margin to create tumor or nodal GTVonc/GTVrad (20 mm for nodes with evidence of extranodal spread) and editing off barriers to tumor spread (ie, air, bone, and muscle if muscle invasion was absent). In postoperative cases, the preoperative disease on MR imaging was used to guide the extent of the CTV, which would ultimately encompass the entire anatomic surgical bed. Therefore, adjustments to preoperative GTVs were included in this study, but not the postoperative GTVs.

**Radiation Therapy Planning**
All patients underwent volumetric modulated arc therapy, with standard PTV doses and fractionations as follows: 65 Gy in 30 fractions \( (f) \) to cover gross disease; 60 Gy/30f to the postoperative tumor bed; and 54 Gy/30f to elective nodal regions, delineated as per consensus guidelines. Isotropic 4-mm margins were added to CTVs to create radical PTVs.

**Descriptive Data and Qualitative Analysis**
Patient demographics, tumor subsite and staging (American Joint Committee on Cancer [AJCC] and tumor, node and metastasis), delineating oncologist, attending radiologist, and time taken for review were documented prospectively. The nature, anatomic patterns, and contributing factors for volume amendment were noted at the time of review. Anatomic patterns were the following: lymph node (addition/removal), GTVT deep extent (changes to submucosal involvement), GTVT superficial extent (changes primarily along mucosal surface), normal structure exclusion, skull base/bone or perineural spread, intracranial, and sinonasal (intrasinus) extension. Oncologists also prospectively recorded whether they thought the changes made at peer review were clinically significant. This judgment was qualitative, combining a subjective assessment of clinical significance and a predetermined definition of geographic miss (Online Supplemental Data).

**Volumetric and Quantitative Analysis**
The absolute and percentage volume differences between the GTVonc and GTVrad (regarded as the expert volume) were recorded. Conformity (degree of spatial overlap) was assessed using the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and Jaccard index (JI). The Hausdorff distance (HD) assessed the maximum distance between voxel locations for each tumor volume, to assess the deviation between volumes in 3D. These indices were obtained using MIM Encore (MIM Software). Only amended volumes that were duplicated and saved before peer review were included in volumetric analysis.

Postradiology volume adjustments were retrospectively classified as major or minor on the basis of the guidance of the Royal College of Radiologists (Online Supplemental Data). Alterations to prevent a geographic miss, such as editing a GTVT by ≤10 mm or adding suspicious nodes within the radical CTV, were defined as major. Alterations that would otherwise still be clinically acceptable, such as editing of normal tissues, were classified as minor.

**Statistical Analysis**
Descriptive statistics documented the frequency of GTV change, anatomic patterns of change, and rates of major change. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to assess data-distribution normality. The Spearman correlation coefficient assessed an association between years of experience (oncologist/radiologist) and the frequency of any change and major change. The difference in volume size between pre- and postradiology GTVs and CTVs and the differences in the distribution of DSC, JI, and HD between GTVs and CTVs were analyzed using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. A 2-tailed Fisher exact test was used to determine whether categoric factors were associated with any or major change. Analyzed factors were the following: histology, T stage, N stage, AJCC stage, postoperative status, use of a research trial delineation protocol, and use of DWI for target identification. Registration error (TREmean and TREmax) and its correlation with frequency of any and major change were assessed using the Mann-Whitney U test. Statistical significance was \( P < .05 \).

**RESULTS**

**Participant Characteristics**
We reviewed 50 consecutive patients (Online Supplemental Data): 37 patients with definitive intensity-modulated RT, 11 postoperative patients, and 2 high-dose palliative patients. The median age was 59 years, 72% were men, and 72% had oropharyngeal cancer. There were 50 GTVTs and 42 GTVNs reviewed. One GTVN review was subsequently excluded as new diagnostic information became available (fine-needle aspiration cytology) after GTVNonc delineation. The median radiology time taken per case was 20 minutes (interquartile range [IQR] = 15–30); absolute range = 5–60). Five patients had MR imaging scans for RT planning; all others had diagnostic MRIs. Figure 1 illustrates an example of post-peer review volume adjustments.

**Frequency, Nature, and Anatomic Patterns of GTV and CTV Changes following MR Imaging–Based Radiologist Review**
Forty-two patients had at least 1 GTV amended (84%). Seventy-six percent of GTVTs (38/50) and 41.5% of GTVNs (17/41) were amended.

Anatomic patterns of change were the following: GTVN, additional nodes identified (82.3%; 14/17); GTVT, deep extent (68.4%; 26/38); GTVT, superficial extent (23.6%, 9/38); normal structure exclusion (GTVT, 5.2%, 2/38; GTVN, 11.8%, 2/17); and GTVT with perineural spread (2.5%, 1/38).

Explanatory documentation for GTV modification was available for all amended volumes and was retrospectively organized into 5 distinct groups (Fig 2). The most common reasons for modifications were imaging misinterpretation (GTVT, 57.8%, 22/38; GTVN, 52.9%, 9/17) and changes made after collaborative discussion (GTVT, 7.9%, 3/38; GTVN, 23.5%, 4/17). Medial extension of oro-/hypopharyngeal tumors \( (n = 6) \) and superior extension of nasopharyngeal tumors into the nasopharyngeal vault \( (n = 4) \) were common causes for GTVT alteration. The most frequent reasons for GTVN addition were inclusion of suspicious or pathologic nodes adjacent to correctly delineated nodal disease in cervical levels 1b–3 \( (n = 9) \) and inclusion of retropharyngeal nodes \( (n = 3) \). 1 missed despite diagnostic report, 1 pathologic but unreported, 1 highly suspicious and unreported). Of all patients with amended volumes,
76.2% (32/42) were judged as having clinically significant alterations by the delineating oncologist. AJCC stage 4 was the only covariate associated with any change to the GTVT ($P = .043$, OR = 5.33; 95% CI, 1.078–26.35). Factors associated with any GTVN amendment were the following: nodal stages 1 ($P = .029$, OR = 0.77; 95% CI, 0.48–0.97) and 3 ($P = .008$, OR = 1.42; 95% CI, 1.04–1.93) and AJCC stages 3 ($P = .028$, OR = 0.10; 95% CI, 0.01–0.92) and 4 ($P = .014$, OR = 11.43; 95% CI, 1.29–100.82).

**Volumetric and Quantitative Analysis**

Of the 55 amended volumes, 40 were available for volumetric analysis: 31 GTVTs and 9 GTVNs. Seven GTVTs and 8 GTVNs were excluded because the original GTVonc was not preserved. In addition, 22 study clinical target tumor volumes (CTVTs) and 9 study clinical target nodular volumes (CTVN) were analyzed. Nine postoperative CTVTs were excluded because changes to the GTVT did not affect the CTVT.

Volumetric results of amended volumes are detailed in the Online Supplemental Data. Of these, major changes were seen in 54.8% of GTVTs (17/31) and 66.6% of GTVNs (6/9). Seventy-four percent of GTVTs (23/31) and 77.7% of GTVNs (7/9) were increased. The median percentage volume change was 5.7% and 4.5% for GTVT and GTVN, respectively. An increase in volume was seen across most subsites (Fig 3). Overall volume similarity was very good for GTVT (DSC = 0.93, JI = 0.87, HD = 7.45 mm) and GTVN (DSC = 0.95, JI = 0.91, HD = 20.7 mm). The similarity of tumor volumes increased after GTVT-to-CTVT expansion. Following GTVN-to-CTVN expansion volume similarity varied; surface distance (HD) reduced, however volume overlap (DSC/JI) worsened.

There was a statistically significant difference between the volume sizes of GTVonc and GTVrad ($P = .034$) and CTVonc and CTVrad ($P = .003$), but not for GTVN or CTVN. Conformity was significantly higher for CTVT versus GTVT with a median DSC of 0.95 versus 0.93 ($P = .003$) and a median JI of 0.90 versus 0.87 ($P = .003$). There were no statistically significant differences in conformity between CTVN and GTVN.

There were no covariates associated with major changes to either GTVT or GTVN. Increasing years of oncologists’ experience correlated with increased DSC and JI ($P = .018$) for GTVT. There was no correlation for radiologists’ years of experience. Rates of any and major change did not differ depending on the clinician’s experience.

**Coregistration Error**

Fifty-five registration errors were assessed (5 RT planning, 50 diagnostic scans). The median TREmean and TREmax for all coregistrations was 4.5 mm (IQR = 3.15–5.6) and 6.4 mm (IQR = 4.6–8.45), respectively. For RT planning scans, the median TREmean was 2.2 mm (IQR = 1.65–2.75), and the TREmax, 2.8 mm (IQR = 1.9–3.7). Registration error exceeded both optimum TRE values in 52.7% (n = 29) of scans.
Registration error did not correlate with the frequency of any change; however, the distribution of TREmean values was higher for cases that underwent major-versus-minor change: median, 4.9 mm (IQR = 3.23–6.53) versus 3.6 mm (IQR = 1.97–5.23), respectively ($P = .048$). No differences were seen in the distribution of TREmax.

**DISCUSSION**

MR imaging–based radiologist review resulted in amendments to 76% of tumor and 41.4% of nodal volumes, with 54.8% of GTVT and 66.6% of GTVN changes being classified as major. Most GTVT changes were related to the addition of disease in the deep mucosal extent. Some decisions made following collaborative discussion, such as inclusion of borderline nodes, may not have occurred during oncologist-only contouring, and their clinical relevance is uncertain, with a potential for overcontouring resulting in an increased dose to normal tissues. Conformity indices suggested good similarity between the pre- and postradiologist GTVT and GTVN. Because expansion from GTVT was often constrained by adjacent bone and air, there was less impact of the radiologist’s review on representative CTVT volumes, though the small differences in volume size were statistically significant. Conversely, differences among nodal volumes were amplified by expansion to the CTVN. This did not reach statistical significance, possibly due to the small number of nodal volumes available for analysis.

Among radiologists, HN imaging is recognized as a challenging subject requiring specialized training. Oncology training includes no formal diagnostic radiology education; therefore, radiologist-delineated volumes were presumed to be the criterion standard. In our study, most GTV changes were due to undercontouring. Radiologists routinely analyzed information from multiple sequences and had more familiarity with additional sequences such as DWI, which allows greater confidence in distinguishing pathology from normal tissues and in detecting lymph nodes. Review of the DWI, in particular, was implicated in 7 GTV adjustments on peer review. Oncologists agreed with radiologists’ recommendations to increase volumes to reduce the risk of a geographic miss, as primary tumor recurrence within the irradiated field is rarely salvageable. However, if the radiologic evaluation of superficial tumor extension was thought to be erroneous on the basis of mucosal clinical findings, then this issue was discussed and discounted.

Diagnostic reports were available at contouring; however, most lymph node additions were either misidentified pathologic nodes within the same cervical level as correctly delineated nodes or suspicious nodes that were not formally reported. In our institution, diagnostic reports state the existence of nodal disease per cervical nodal level without listing each individual node, thus increasing the likelihood of imaging misinterpretation by oncologists. In addition to detecting overlooked pathologically appearing (by size and morphological criteria) lymph nodes, there was a tendency for radiologists to suggest the inclusion of borderline enlarged nodes in the lymphatic drainage pathways of the primary tumor that were deemed suspicious, with which the oncologists agreed.
Compared with similar studies, our rate of change to gross volumes was high. However, the proportion of major changes was comparable. Braunstein et al\textsuperscript{7} studied the impact of neuroradiologist peer review on, primarily, CT-based RT planning volumes. They noted a 55% alteration rate, 61% of which was clinically significant. More recently, Chiu et al\textsuperscript{8} evaluated the effects of radiologist input using coregistered MR imaging scans and reported a 52% alteration rate, with major changes seen in 79%. Studies of oncologist-only peer review reported lower rates of any change (14%–39%) and major/clinically significant change (8.8%–13%).\textsuperscript{9,10} The discrepancy between outcomes of radiologist and oncologist peer review may be reflective of the level of expertise in imaging interpretation, possibly exaggerated further when using MR imaging. Moreover, in our institution, radiologists attended interactive review sessions rather than postdelineation peer review meetings. This practice allowed detailed exploration for each case on a one-to-one basis.

Comparison of clinical significance across studies is difficult because definitions for major/clinically significant changes vary. Some articles, such as this one, classified major changes on the basis of volumetric results; therefore, rates were reported only among amended volumes (with prereview volumes saved).\textsuperscript{7} Others reported clinical significance among all reviewed volumes (including unaltered and unsaved volumes).\textsuperscript{8–10} Among all reviewed volumes in this study, 34% of GTVT and 14.6% of GTVN would have undergone major changes. However, the lack of volumetric analysis of 15 unsaved cases of GTVonc likely distorts those results.

Our conformity indices were very good and consistent with quality-assurance studies in clinical trials reporting a median JI of \(\geq 0.7\) and a DSC of \(\geq 0.8\),\textsuperscript{19,20} and the recent peer-review study of Chiu et al.\textsuperscript{8} Chiu et al reported median GTVT values of DSC = 0.97, JI = 0.94, and HD = 3.6 mm. They also observed a larger HD for GTVN at 37 mm and a reduction in conformity on GTVN-to-CTVN expansion. While a GTVT is usually 1 continuous volume, GTVonc often includes multiple separate nodes; therefore, the inclusion of additional nodes will have a greater impact on conformity and distance. In our study, nodes were often added superior and/or inferior to the GTVonc, expanding the volume within the soft tissues before anatomic barriers were encountered.

Following publication of the study of Braunstein et al,\textsuperscript{7} the use of MR imaging–guided RT volume delineation in HNC has increased, with a projected future move toward delineation based on functional imaging and MR imaging–based synthetic CTs,\textsuperscript{21} hence the focus of our study on MR imaging–based volume delineation. In contrast to earlier, predominantly CT-based studies, we detected a predominance of undercontoured volumes by oncologists when using MR imaging.\textsuperscript{7,22} This may reflect the lack of formal training in MR imaging interpretation for oncologists as well as a conservative approach to include areas/nodes considered suspicious to minimize the risk of a geographic miss. Therefore, involvement of input of specialist radiologists in GTV delineation may be more advantageous, given the increasing complexity of HN MR imaging interpretation, particularly when using functional sequences.

Few MRIs in our study were acquired in the RT treatment position; therefore, registration error exceeded both optimum TRE values in half of the scans. The effect of suboptimal registration on the degree of volume change is uncertain. Among amended volumes with TREmax > 5 mm (\(n = 24\)), only 1 case corrected the GTVrad, but not GTVonc, on CT. In 3 cases, both GTVonc/rad were contoured on both CT/MR imaging and compared accordingly. In 5 cases, both GTVonc and GTVrad were produced on MR imaging only. In 16 cases, GTVonc and GTVrad were evidently corrected for anatomic mismatch to some degree (ie, both contours edited away from bone/air). In these cases, some soft-tissue discrepancies remained, which may have been due to registration error, but there was no clarifying documentation regarding this aspect. Nevertheless, the accompanying descriptive reasons for volume change for each case suggest that many soft-tissue volume discrepancies would have persisted irrespective of registration error.

There are limitations to this study. It describes a one-to-one comparison for a single oncologist and single radiologist at a given time, without analysis of interobserver agreement within the oncologist and radiologist groups. It is recognized that delineation of GTVs by each of the oncologists and radiologists would have allowed the calculation of agreement parameters for tumor volumes and would have given a better understanding of performance between and across the 2 disciplines. However, the inclusion of multiple different radiologists and oncologists in the review process reflects the range of real-world practice in our institution.

Another limitation includes a lack of longitudinal data to assess the presence of a learning curve, especially important as the more junior oncologists gain experience. The possibility that oncologists may have delayed complex contouring decisions in anticipation of the pending radiologist review, resulting in more volume amendments, cannot be excluded. However, the prospective documentation suggests that when oncologists viewed a case as complex, the radiologist tended to agree. Therefore, the peer review process facilitated decision-making for these difficult cases.

The use of a single observer to create study CTVs may have increased the variation between the GTV's and CTV's. Ideally the oncologist for each case would have produced a CTVonc before peer review; however, this step was impractical because radiologist review and oncology target delineation sessions occurred on the same day. Preoperative GTVTs were included in volumetric analysis because they still provided information on delineation accuracy of the oncologist. However, removing the consequent postoperative CTVT's may have introduced selection bias toward poorer CTVT conformity (no postoperative nodal volumes were amended). Nevertheless, CTVT conformity was still superior to GTV conformity on both measures.

Additional comparison metrics assessing the extent of undercontouring (geographic miss index) and overcontouring (discordance index) may have provided a more specific assessment of contour similarity, uninfluenced by volume size. However, further metrics would not likely reduce the qualitative benefits of peer review highlighted in this study. Furthermore, as more centers adopt the intensity-modulated RT 5 + 5 consensus,\textsuperscript{23} which reduces the margin for the high-risk CTV to 5 mm, the need for optimized GTV delineation is increasing.

At our institution, HN oncology and radiology teams agreed on the need for expert radiology review of gross volumes when
MR imaging delineation was introduced in the HNC RT workflow, given the complexity of the tumor site and the lack of specific MR imaging training of oncologists. This study was planned to assess its impact. Since its implementation, we have expanded the use of MRIs in the immobilization mask for patients having definitive intensity-modulated RT, to reduce registration errors. The efficiency and responsiveness of the radiology review process have been enhanced since 2020 by performing remote radiology review using an application equipped with shared screen functions. CTV and PTV volumes are subsequently peer reviewed within the oncology group. In this study, we have shown that the impact of radiology review of tumor and nodal volumes is sufficiently significant to warrant expert review of radiologists in MR imaging–based volume delineation in patients with HNC, something to be considered by institutions and funding bodies.

CONCLUSIONS
Interactive MR imaging–based radiologist review resulted in RT target volume amendments in most patients. Despite high conformity indices, most changes to GTVT and GTVN were considered major. Although volumetric similarities improved on GTVT-to-CTVT expansion, changes to the volume size remained statistically significant for both GTVT and CTVT. The true clinical significance of these changes remains uncertain. However, the quantitative measures and descriptive reasons for volume adjustment illustrate the benefit of the input of radiologists for MR imaging–based volume delineation in HNC.

Disclosure forms provided by the authors are available with the full text and PDF of this article at www.ajnr.org.
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